
Wedding Guide



welcome
     I'm so excited for you! If you're here, that means you're
wildly in love and planning something amazing. Your
wedding will be a unique reflection of the love that has
grown between the two of you, and all of your adventures
ahead of you. Being a part of that is not something I take
lightly. Your wedding photographer is pretty much your
third wheel for your wedding day, so it's important that
you choose someone that personally celebrates your love
and makes you feel comfortable.

     I can't wait to get to know you more! Please don't hold
back any questions, concerns, visions, dreams, or Pinterest
boards...   I'm here to help make your wedding planning
as smooth and exciting as possible. 
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sincerely,
alli



     If you're planning on saying your vows at a large
venue with 150+ guests, we're probably not the best fit...
and that's okay! Your big beautiful wedding will be a
dream, and I'd be happy to recommend some of my super
talented photog-friends. 
     
     I've found that my photojournalistic style best serves
smaller weddings, usually under 100 guests. Your guests
will know my name and I always encourage them to wave
me over to snap some photos for them. Serving couples
who are planning intimate weddings also allows me to get
to know the two of you better, and help you prepare for
your big day! Engagement sessions and planning assistance
are complimentary for every wedding. 
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intimate weddings
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let's get down to business



Engagement session

Assistance with Save the
Dates + Invite creation

Wedding timeline guidance +
planning assistance

Hours of photography*

Online gallery to download +
share**

Personal printing rights***

Second photographer

Flash-drive copy of high-
resolution gallery

Personally designed 
Signature wedding album*** 

                                     Standard    Classic    Premium
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investment packages

6             8            8

+$110

+$250

Included:                           $2,900     $3,550      $3,700

starting at $150 



* Additional hours available for $150/hour 

** Online gallery will be live for a limited time. It is the
client's responsibility to download and save their entire
gallery

*** Professional print services available a la carte, including
album designing and creation 
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investment packages
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engagement sessions



     Whether we’re in your backyard or exploring a
national park, choose somewhere that will get you excited,
gives you butterflies or is sentimental to you! Consider
incorporating doing something you love together, as relaxed
or as adventurous as you’re comfortable with. Having
something planned will calm any nerves and creates a
space for you to be yourselves. I promise to be the most go-
with-the-flow third-wheel ever! Booked separately,
engagement sessions start at $370.  
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engagement sessions
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all in the details...



location of getting ready photos, ceremony location,
reception location and travel time between each
first looks or back-to-back moments before the
ceremony
downtime or private time, especially right after the
ceremony
receiving line
size of wedding party + number of family members
included in formal portraits
location(s) of newlywed portraits
sunset photos
reception exit
the season, sunset time, + amount of daylight

     If your ceremony starts a little late, that just means
you're on time. Nothing ever goes perfectly as planned, but
that's what makes your wedding day so special. The people
surrounding you and the memories you're making are way
more important than any schedule. Your timeline simply
serves as a guide for your vendors, so we can make the
magic happen while you're enjoying the moment. 

Things to consider when creating your wedding day
timeline...
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your timeline



getting ready + photographer arrives

first look + portraits

ceremony

receiving line + cocktail hour begins

family formal portraits

wedding party formal portraits

newly wed portraits 

moment alone

reception begins 

first dance 

dinner

speeches

cake cutting

sunset portraits

dancing

reception exit
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sample timeline 
2:00pm

3:30pm

4:30pm

5:00pm

5:05pm

5:30pm

5:55pm

6:00pm

6:00pm

6:10pm

6:30pm

6:50pm

7:00pm

7:15pm

7:30pm

10:00pm
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Tidy up the space! Having clutter out of the background makes a
huge difference in your photos. Your eye will be drawn to random
objects in the background, away from your faces and the emotions
you're feeling in the moment.
Consider getting ready in a large space, or as large as you need for
how many people will be with you at that time. The key to getting
ready photos is a simple room with a lot of natural light from
windows! If possible, avoid hotel rooms, most are shared and can
become overrun with stuff, not to mention the unflattering
overhead, yellow lighting.
If the two of you are in the same location, you'll have more time for
more photos. If one of you is getting ready somewhere else that
requires a 10 minute drive, that’s taking away from the time that
your photographer and videographer can be spending with you and
capturing your memories as they unfold.
Consider coordinating outfits to wear while getting ready. It makes
the morning even more special and exciting, and is another great
memento for you and your wedding party. The coordinating colors
draw the attention in the photos to your faces and to the moment
being documented, rather than any distracting pajamas or t-shirts.
Have your details ready, setting everything special out and tidying
up the rest the night before will take away so much stress from
your wedding day. Wake up knowing that everything is all taken
care of, and as soon as I arrive I’ll be documenting everything.
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getting ready



jewelry, veil, cufflinks, shoes
perfume
bouquets, boutonnieres
wedding rings
wedding stationary, map, invites, save the dates, etc
letters, written vows
champagne bottle

     This is where all the little things come together that
make your special day yours. No two weddings are the
same, your love for each other, your personalities, your
story and your loved ones all contribute to the unique
experience that unfolds on your wedding day.
Incorporating significant objects that are dear to your hearts
is so important in documenting the day, and remembering
every detail as you flip through your wedding album.
There is no detail too small to mean something to you.

Sample checklist:
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details



     A first look gives you a chance to have a private
moment before your ceremony, and helps to calm each
others'  butterflies before standing in front of your loved
ones. Take a moment to soak up the emotions of the day
together. I’ll be there to capture your reactions, but you’ll
have a few moments to yourselves to take a breath
together. The first look photos aren't for everyone though!
If you feel drawn to the more traditional, down-the-aisle
first look, that is beautiful too!
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first look



     If your ceremony is outdoors, consider waiting until
later in the day to begin. The harsh overhead sun at mid-
day can cast harsh shadows on faces, and can cause lots of
squinting! Your ceremony location plays a big role in the
lighting, so be sure to ask your venue coordinator what
they recommend. 
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ceremony



     Creating a list of must-have formal (or not-so-formal!)
portraits is super important. Before your wedding day I
take the time to learn who's who, and who they are to you!
Typically, we take care of grandparents and young children
first while your wedding party grabs drinks and snacks.
We'll meet to go over your list, and discuss any family
dynamics or special relationships that I should be aware of.
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formals
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Baked Bakery, MA

Miranda Lynn Hair + Beauty, MA/RI/CT 

Kyle Thomas Videographer, MA

Maureen Cotton Ceremonies, New England

Laura Preshong Rings, MA

DJ Ray Richard, MA

Framed Florals
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vendor recommendations

https://www.bakedbakeryma.com/
https://www.mirandalynnhairandbeauty.com/
https://www.whoiskylethomas.com/weddings
https://maureencottonceremonies.com/
https://laurapreshong.com/
https://rayrichard.com/
https://framedflorals.com/


 Plan ahead and prepare
 Travel on durable surfaces
 Dispose of waste properly
 Leave what you find
 Minimize impact
 Respect wildlife
 Be considerate of others

Principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

     Weddings can have immense cumulative impacts on the
environment, without following Leave No Trace, locations that are
currently available could become off-limits for special events and
professional photography. The spot that you made memories in
could get so badly damaged, overrun, or trashed that it needs to be
closed for restoration, and won’t look the same at all when you
want to come back in the future. This could cause special event
permits to become very expensive, and very limited.
     By reducing our impact as we photograph and celebrate in the
outdoors, we can protect these places we love! You don’t have to
limit your experience to reduce your impact. These principles
should guide you each step of the way as you plan, prepare, and
finally get to say your vows somewhere beautiful! Your complete
Leave No Trace Wedding Guide is available upon request.
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leave no trace

https://lnt.org/
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piece of cake!
thank you

If you think we're a perfect match and you want to take
the next step in booking, please contact me via email:

allisonmoorephoto@gmail.com 


